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Abstract 
Nhu, N.T. and S. Spiei, Decomposition of a compactum into small geometric measure sets, 
Topology and its Applications 46 (1992) 113- 117. 
We prove the following pathological property of geometric measure defined by Borsuk: Every 
compactum lying in the Hilbert space 1, with finite n-dimensional geometric measure is a union 
of two compacta with arbitrarily small n-dimensional geometric measures. 
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1. The result 
Let f2 denote the Hilbert space of all square summable sequences. Borsuk [l] 
defined the n-dimensional geometric measure p,,(X) of a compactum X lying in 
1, as the lower bound of all cz > 0 such that for each E > 0 there is an s-push f from 
X into Z2 such that f(X) is contained in a polyhedron P in l2 for which the 
n-dimensional measure of P (in the elementary sense) is less than or equal to LY. 
By an a-push we mean a map f from X into I, such that d(x,f(x)) < E for each 
x E X. The definition of Borsuk looks very intuitional. However in [2] it was proved 
that Borsuk’s measure is not subadditive. In this paper we obtain the following 
pathological result. 
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Theorem 1.1. Let X c I2 be a compactum with finite n-dimensional geometric measure. 
Then for every e > 0 there is a decomposition of X into compacta A and B such that 
CL,(A)+IL,(B)<~. 
2. Notation 
We use the following notation: By pk we denote the projection onto the kth 
coordinate of 12, by r, the projection onto the first k coordinates of 1, and by qk 
the projection onto the remaining coordinates of I2 , i.e., if x = (x, , x2, . . . ) E 12, then 
Pk(X) = xk, 
~k(x)=(x1~...~xk)7 
qk(X) = txk+, > Xkf2,. . . 1. 
For a measurable subset Y of a finite rectilinear n-dimensional polyhedron P c I2 
by 11 Yll,, we denote the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure of Y in P, i.e., 
II Ylln = ic, IIAi n Ylln 
where {Ai : i = 1,. . . , s} is the family of all n-dimensional simplexes of the polyhe- 
dron P and ]]Ai n YII n is the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the set Ai n Y in 
the n-simplex Ai. By J we denote the set of all positive integers. 
3. The main step 
This section is the main step towards the proof of our result. We shall establish 
several facts which will be used in the sequel. 
Let X be a compacturn in I2 with finite n-dimensional geometrical measure. Then 
there are continuous maps 4 from X into 12, j E J, such that 
J is an (l/j)-push; 
J(X) is contained in an n-dimensional polyhedron Pj c 1, for 
which the n-dimensional elementary measure of Pj is less than 
Pi + t/j. 
(1) 
(2) 
First let us prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. For any positive number 6, for any positive integer k andfor any nondegen- 
erate interval [a, b] there exist a nondegenerate subinterval [a,, b,T] of [a, b] and an 
infinite subset JO of J such that 
I&(pk’([a,, b,l) nx)ll, < 6 foreveryjE Jo. 
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Proof. Let N be a positive integer such that p”(X)+ 1~ N. 8. It follows that 
11fi11,,< N. 6 for everyjEJ. Let 
{[a,$, b,]: s = 1,2,. . . , NJ 
be a family of pairwise disjoint subintervals of [a, b]. Since for each j E J, 4 is an 
(l/j)-push it follows that there is a j,,E J such that 
{~(P;‘([G, bsl) n W: s = 1,. . . , NI 
is a family of pairwise disjoint compact subsets of Pj for each integer j > j,. It 
follows that 
for each j > j,, . Thus for each j > j. there is an s E { 1, . . . , N} such that 
IIAhG’(bs, b,l)nWlln < 6. (3) 
It follows that there exist an s E { 1, . . . , N} and an infinite subset J,, of J such 
that inequality (3) holds for every j E Jo. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Since J+(X) is compact it is contained in an open interval (ok, bk). 
Let E>O be given. We can apply Lemma 3.1 to define by induction, for each 
m E J, a sequence {Sr;l, 97,. . . , 9:) and an infinite subset J,,, of J such that for 
each mEJandforeach kE{l,..., m} the following conditions hold: 
5%‘: is a family of pairwise disjoint closed subintervals of (uk, bk); (4) 
(ok, bk)\U 9: is a union of open subintervals with the length less 
than 1/2m; (5) 
SF is a subfamily of ,r+’ and J,+, is a subset of J,,,; (6) 
<~/2 foreachjEJ,,,. 
” 
(7) 
Now for each m E J one can define a sequence { Fp : k = 1,. . . , m} such that for 
each mEJandforeach ke{l,..., m} the following conditions hold 
Fr is a union of a finite collection of pairwise disjoint closed subinter- 
vals of (uk, bk) and FF is contained in lJ S,” ; (8) 
(a,, bk)\Fk is a union of open subintervals (uk, bk) with the length 
less than l/m; (9) 
Fr is contained in the interior of F;l+‘. (10) 
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Now we define a sequence {B,},,, of closed subsets by the formulas 
and 
4 =pl’(F:); 
B, = fi piI mG’ p;‘(int FT-‘) for m 22. 
k=l \ k=l 
Then by (10) we have 
ij & = kc, Pk’(Fkm). 
k=l 
From (7), (8) and (11) it follows 
< ~12 for each je J,,,. 
(11) 
(12) 
From (8), (9) and (11) we obtain 
the set Q” =n,“=, [akbk]\r,(lJ~=, pk’(int Fr)) is the union ofpair- 
wise disjoint m-dimensional cubes Qy,. . . , QTm, with the 
diameters less than l/v’%. (13) 
Since the sets r,,,(Bk) and r,,,(lJT=, p,‘(int Fr)) are disjoint if k> m, we have 
z & C ?-;I( Q”). 
k=m+l 
(14) 
Let us also observe that 
the sets IJF:,’ Bk and r,‘(Q”) are disjoint. (15) 
Since X is compact, the sequence of the diameters {diam(q,(X))} converges to 
zero as m tends to ~0. Thus since the diameter of each Qy is less than l/G we obtain 
for any 6 > 0 there is a positive integer M(6) such that 
diam(r,‘( 0:) n X) < 6 for each m > M(6) and for each i = 
1,2,. . . i(m). (16) 
4. Proof of the result 
Now we are already in a position to complete the proof of our theorem. Let us 
define 
By (11) and (13) it follows that the closure cl(U kt, Bk) contains X, so A u B = X. 
It remains to prove that 
P,(A)+P~,(B)<E. 
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By (14) we have 
A c kg, &_, u r;A(Q2”‘) and B c fi BZk u r;Atl( Q2”‘+‘). (17) 
k=l 
Let S be any positive number. Since J, is an infinite subset of J, for each positive 
integer m there is a j, E J,,, such that l/j, < 6. For each positive integer m and for 
each i-1,2,..., i(m) we choose an a” E r;‘(QY) n X and put 
R,=P,u{a~:i=1,2 ,..., i(m)}. 
Now for each positive integer m, we define a map g, from the set (lJ:i; B,u 
rm’( Q”)) n X into the polyhedron R,,, by the formulas 
g,(x) = 
A,,,(x), if XE u & nX: 
k=L 
ai, if xEr,‘(Q”)nX. 
By (15), g, is a well-defined continuous map. Since f;,,z is an (l/j,)-push and 
l/j, > 6 it follows that A,,, is a &push. By (16), diam(r,‘(Qr) n X) < 6 for each 
m > M(6). Therefore the map g, is a &push for each m > M(6). 
Since j, E J,,,, by (12) it follows that Ilim(g,)ll,, < ~/2 in R,,. Thus there is a 
subpolyhedron RA of Rj,. such that im(g,)c Rk and llR:,ll,, < ~/2. 
By (17), for 2m > M(6), the map g 2m is a &push which maps the set A into the 
polyhedron R;,,, with I( R;,II, < c/2. It follows that pu,(A) < ~/2. Similarly, by (18), 
for 2m+l> M(6) the map g,,,, is a &push which maps the set B into the 
polyhedron R;,,, with 11 RL,+, I(,, < ~12. So p,,(B) < e/2. This finishes the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 
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